Join SCS and Judge Jodi Switalski for a training that is essential for all medical professionals.

During this 3-hour program, Judge Jodi Switalski astonishes audiences with a scientifically based, comprehensive presentation combined with emotional, anecdotal experiences from the field to present one of the most compelling cases for action to mitigate liability resulting from the worst drug epidemic our country has ever seen. Her presentation artfully presents:

- the reality of the epidemic,
- its impact on all demographics, and
- the paradigm shift of liabilities focus on the medical profession.

Judge Jodi will then illustrate the tools necessary to protect your practice, founded in the most current case law, best practices and science. She closes in a style that may shock you, inspire you, and certainly empower you with the simple solutions to protect yourself, your practice and your community from this epidemic and wave of litigation.

This 3-hour presentation is must-see for your program faculty and residents.

To register: https://scs.msu.edu/events/ALL/15700

About our Speaker

Judge Jodi Debbrecht Switalski, often called a “warrior” and “savage advocate” served as a former Metro Detroit felony prosecutor with a perfect trial record before being appointed by the Governor of Michigan to the bench. She earned distinguished appointments during her judicial tenure to state and legislative committees and proudly founded and enhanced several treatment courts. She now practices law, including medical malpractice litigation, and consults with medical and dental groups around the country. Judge Jodi speaks and consults for 100’s of events annually on diverse topics. Her most distinguished engagements include the International Conference on Opioids at Harvard Medical School, Boston University’s SCOPE of Pain, MD Anderson Cancer Hospital and instructor at the US Probation Conference and Madonna University’s Law Enforcement Leadership Institute. She is a frequent guest on TV and has appeared in and consulted on several documentaries, one on PBS, and another pending for HBO. She has numerous publications including, “Where My JD Meets Your MD” and “Your Name is on the Bottle.”